
Health Benefits of Shiatsu Massage
 

Shiatsu Massage is a healing technique used to restore equilibrium within the body. The

fundamental theory behind shiatsu lies in the fact that the body is composed of powerful

energy, called qi, which has compressed and results in physical or psychological imbalance.

Shiatsu therapy can help clear the blockages in the energy channels from implanting

meridians, which boosts the circulation of qi through the bodyand relieving pain and quieting

the mind and body. Shiatsu may also help improve your wellbeing and physical fitness levels

in addition to relieve stress. 

 

Shiatsu massage is done by a qualified Japanese massage therapist who uses a collection

of gentle moves and friction motions to replenish the energy stations. The techniques are

usually used along with additional massage techniques like Swedish massage, reflexology

and acupressure. In Japan, kneading is a standard part of most shiatsu remedies. In the

west, kneading is still utilized in certain shiatsu sessions. Traditionally, the therapist may ask

the customer to place themselves for the massage and place their hands gently to the

masseuse's hands to knead lightly. 

 

Shiatsu medicine is based upon the usage of this Japanese master Katsu Shichi. He also

developed his philosophy of treating disorders by identifying the cause, then following the

circulation of this"Qi" or energy through the entire body, to take care of the disease. The goal

is to maintain healthy circulation throughout the entire body so that anxiety does not

accumulate. Shiatsu medication was used to deal with many different conditions such as

chronic fatigue syndrome, high blood pressure, infertility, headache, pain, reduce back pain,

joint pain, varicose veins, varicose sinus syndrome, plus more. Shiatsu may even be utilized

to strengthen the immune system. 

 

Lots of individuals who have undergone shiatsu massages feel a feeling of comfort and

stress relief later. This may be as the shiatsu aid to decrease the pain that's felt during a

therapy session. Shiatsu also will help to improve the circulation within your system. Because

the Shiatsu practitioner can pinpoint issues in the digestive system using his palms, this may

be a great remedy for arthritis and digestive issues. Digestive problems are often related to

anxiety, and whenever the digestive system is relaxed as a result of routine Shiatsu

massages, it can help to relieve stress. 

 

Shiatsu massage is also effective in enhancing the energy flow through the body. If the

meridians are more pliable, the power stream is incorrect. Unbalanced Qi can lead to a

variety of illnesses including poor digestion, irregular heartbeat, respiratory difficulties, skin

disorderssuch as depression, anxiety, fatigue, and much more. Shiatsu massages may be

accomplished with just one or as part of a joint treatment routine. Individuals may receive one

on one shiatsu treatment or be in a position to blend the treatments using a health care

regimen. 

 

A classic Japanese massage may consist of several pieces. One of those parts is the"Kyo"



(or head) massage. It is made of gentle squeezing and strokes of the masseuse's hands to

be able to loosen tight knots of the muscles and prepare the body for another form of

manipulating and stretching. Besides that, a Japanese massage can also include the usage

of"Nage" or"Shiatsu" which is defined as the hands' program of pressure with the usage of

the thumbs, fingers and hands.  The previous technique known as ozonation is achieved by

pushing the fingertips into warm water then manipulating them in circular movements. 

 

Shiatsu massages are very helpful to the nervous system and the muscular system. They

provide a natural approach to alleviate the effects of stress and other varieties of stress on

the body. Many individuals seek treatment as a kind of anxiety relief as a result of daily stress

and also the often debilitating effects it can have on the body. Others are looking for

treatment for fibromyalgia and chronic fatigue syndrome. A shiatsu massage may offer both

short-term and long-term wellness advantages. 

 

Shiatsu is also called"Yin-yang" massage which means heat and light. The professional and

the recipient of this treatment became warm because of the heat produced by the human

body's essential energy. This pure warmth is what leaves Shiatsu so calming. A Shiatsu

therapist may often use their hands to guide the energy circulation and manipulate

components of the human body. The Shiatsu practitioner can be known as a"ma". A Shiatsu

practitioner can be regarded as a"ma" because they could do several diverse types of

massages.
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